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Re: request for information

Accredited & qualified\, Mark Ostler of Cohen & Ostler is my attorney for reference at 650-321-3835.
I turned a semiconductor test equipment company (EPRO) around and sold it to Credence\, retiring at
35 in '96. I have seeded up several technology companies and participated in other plays with a loose
band of angels. H2GO is still in the formation stage\, but currently it is envisioned as a non-profit\, forprofit\, and band of angels. As a non-profit\, it would use private & government funds to create a City
CarShare program in San Jose using fuel cell cars from two of the seven members at the Ca Fuel Cell
partnership. This would in turn create the demand for a hydrogen fueling site. The one contracted for
the recently announced buses will not be open to the public. The awareness side is both for the public
as well as the investment community. I find it odd but true that most in Silicon Valley are behind in
many new technologies. A company I seeded up in Florida was far ahead of companies here in the early
exploitation of the Internet. To build awareness and further H2 demand\, we are looking to build two
power generation fuel cell sites\; one at a winery using methane from composting and the other at a
horse ranch using methane digesters and the output from the horses fueling DFC/Combined cycle
systems from Fuel Cell Energy. You may have seen the recent extension of net metering as well as
allowance to 1 MW production when bio-derived energy is utilized. Finally\, to learn the business and
allow for the greatest opportunity to succeed\, H2GO will become a representative and/or distributor
for the leading players throughout the industry. I am also trying to get a Ballard or Stuart to locate an
R&D center here to take advantage of the talent and financial opportunities. I will fax the NDA back
this afternoon and look forward to speaking with you.
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“….you did an admirable job staying below the radar. I am an angel investor in the process of deep
research on the hydrogen economy with an eye toward enabling it through awareness\, infrastructure\,
and investment. Digging through your site\, I believe you are using a hydride for storage and apparently
have made some breakthroughs as far as storage density as well as weight savings. I would be most
interested in receiving whatever further information you could provide as both a potential investor or a
distributor.
Sincerely\,
Gary D. Conley
H2GO
1804 Dry Creek Road
San Jose\, CA 95124
408-267-5199
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Later:
“ Solyndra and the Google VC’s are up to no good. More on this later...”

Post MortemFamily and friends tell reporters and associates that death was “murder and not suicide”. Family
members tell reporters that the security camera tapes approaching the death site are “missing” from
Beale Air Force Base Security offices but at least one says that they have tapes from nearby residential
and business cameras.
Suspect Elon Musk, Kleiner Perkins, Eric Schmidt, Larry Page.. all of whom were threatened by
Conley’s efforts, products and whistle-blowing

